
 

Accounting Standards No. (2)

Accounting Treatment about Research and Development Costs 
and The Related Reserves 

The Board of Accounting and Auditing Standards in the 
Republic of Iraq studied the problems submitted over the 
accounting for the costs of research and development, and the 
treatment of related reserves that mentioned in particular laws 
which organize some parties works and the application problems 
due to the special benefits of research and developing project in 
specialized researching bodies, that to the establishments work,
according the economic base without remuneration. Thus, the 
board has decided the following matters: 

1. Ratifying the International Accounting Standard No. (9) over the 
accounting of research and development costs; here with 
enclosed, work in accordance with and -coming into force- on 
the financial statements which cover the periods from in 1-1-
1992 and afterward. 

2. When the principle of capitalizing the research and developing 
expenditures in accordance with provisions mentioned in the 
International Accounting Standard above, it will be suspended 
within the deferred revenue expenditures account, as in the 
following: 

118 
1184

Deferred Revenue Expenditure 
Research and Experiment Expenses 

3Relative Expenditures 

This expenditures will be amortized after the beginning of
the factual usage, the number or utility years which don’t 
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exceed 5 years in any case, the following accounting entry will be 
registered: 
 Deferred Expenditures Amortization 378 
 Deferred Revenue Expenditure 118 

Research and Experiment Expenses 1184

3. The sequestered amounts from the allocated profits for the purpose 
of development, expansions, improving the conditions and 
methods of work-mentioned in some particular Legislation-dealt 
as the capital revenues, both are not decreased the actual 
expenditures directly, but handled within the specialized accounts 
in conformity with the following entry: 

Fixed assets, Project under progress or usage 
 Suppliers or debtor of non-current activity 

At the end of financial year, an entry is registed to decrease the 
expended amounts from the revenue account and adds it to 
payable capital account, according to the following entry: 

Capital Revenue or Expansion Revenue 
 Payable Capital 

4. When the researches and development projects benefits of the 
specialized researching parties are attributed to the parties 
work in accordance with economic base without 
remuneration, therefore this project or research has yield or 
feasibility according to the International Standard Concept, 
the researching parties demand to identify the research costs 
and an entry should be registered in the party's record used in 
cost, as in the following: 
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118 
1184 

Deferred Revenue Expenditure 
Research and Experiments Expenses 

General Reserve 222 
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The International Standard No.(9) 

Research and Development Costs

Introduction: 
1. This statement applies the costs of research and development. 

2. This statement does not apply the following activities. 
 A. The research and development activities applied 111 
 accordance with the other contract. 
 B. The exploration of gas, oil and minerals. 
 C. Research and development activities for the institutions in 
 development process. 

Definition: 
3. The following terms are used in this standard with the 

meanings specified: 
Research:- is original and planned investigation undertaken 

with the prospect of gaining new scientific or technical and 
understanding. 

Development:- is the application of research findings or other 
knowledge to a plan or design for the production of new or 
substantially improved materials, devices, products, 
processes, systems or services prior to the commencement 
of commercial production or use. 

Explanation:  
4. The institution undertakes to implement an adequate program to 

increase the technical and scientific acknowledgment in order to 
originate new applications for developing its works and improving 
the competition accordingly, the accounting handling for the 
research and development costs and how to be 
disclosed are the important subjects for the users of financial 
statements. 
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5. Research and Development Activities Costs 
The determination of research and development activity costs 
besets with some practical difficulties, therefore, the elements in 
which the research and development costs are consisted, should 
be determined in order to facilitate. 

The comparison between the project and the accounting periods for 
the same project. 

6. Research and development costs include the following: 
 A. The salaries, wages and other employment related costs of 

personal. 
B. The costs of materials and services consumed. 
C. The depreciation of property or equipment. 
D. Overhead costs which are allocated on bases similar to 

 those used in allocating overhead costs to inventories. 
E. Other costs such as the amortization of patents and 

 licenses. 

7. All the expenditures concerned the production, sales 
 stimulation such as routine, minor and periodical repairmen's. costs 
for the commodities, productions or other Current process and 
special activities of periodical and marketing costs, are 
eliminated from the research and costs activities. 

8. The marketing research activities which precede the production to 
know commodities benefits, or there is a market within the 
expenditures similar to development's, should be taken into 
consideration. In these cases, the expenditures is dealt sometimes 
as developing expenditures and allocated to the current expenses or 
deferred. 
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9. Accounting Handling For Research and Development Costs The 
research and development activities costs are allocated to the 
different accounting periods in the light of getting use futurity, 
regarding that any direct relation could not be determined in most 
cases between research and development costs and the expectable 
benefits, because the value of these benefits are suspected but not 
definite. Accordingly all theresearch and developing expenditures 
are usually allocated to the expenses of the occurring period. 

10. It's possible to diminish the suspicion-mentioned in paragraph No. 
(9) - if the technical or commercial con11TIodities benefits, 
services and the institution's possibility to market its suitable 
properties, are protested, therefore it's suitable to defer the 
allocation of research and development costs futurity. The 
research and development expenses which are allocated to the 
profits in the previous periods are not redeemed and deferred 
again, because the decision on the technical and commercial 
benefits -in its occurring time- was not conclusive, that it could be 
determined the direct relation between the costs and anticipated 
benefits. Therefore, it represents a genuine burden on the prior 
periods profits. 

11. The deferred research and development costs are amortized 
regularly, either by connect it with sales, commodity usage, 
service, or reasonable period. 

Notifying that the economic and technical obsolescence increases 
the suspicion degree, which limits the number of units or period, in 
which the deferred costs are amortized. 
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Disclosure 
12. The statement of accounting policy includes the accounting 
 policy of research and development costs and the information 
 of amortization should be disclosed. 

13. The disclosure of (A):- research and development costs including 
the deferred costs amortization, some of them are added to the 
expenses of each period, (B):- if the research and development 
costs have non-amortized costs balance, both (A & B) items 
enable the users of financial statements to evaluate the importance 
of these activities which done by the institution c0111paring with 
other institutions. 

14. Giving a general description over the project, it's attaining 
 stage and the estimation of expecting expenses for completing. 

International accounting standard No (9)  
Accounting of research and development activities. 

 The international accounting standard No (9) consists of paragraph 
15-25 and should be read them in the light of paragraph 1-14 of this 
statement and the introduction over the international accounting 
standard. 

15. Research and development expenditures should 'include the 
following: 
A. The salaries, wages and other employment related costs of 

 personnel engaged in research and development activities. 
B. The costs of materials and services consumed in research 

 and development activities. 
 C. The depreciation of property and equipment to the extent 
 that these assets are used for research and development 
 activities. 

D. Indirect expenditures concerned with research and 
 development activities. 
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E. Other expenditures concerned with developn1ent and 
research activities such as amortization of patents and 
licenses. 

16. The value of research and development expenses -mentioned in 
paragraph No. 15- are allocated, as expenses, to the profits of the 
occurring period except the deferred development expenditures 
according to paragraph No. 17. 

17. The periods project developing expenditures could be defelTed in 
the future, if the following conditions are provided: 
A. Obvious determining possibility for cOlnmodity, service 

 and expenditures related. 
B. Providing the evidence of con1modity, technical and 

 service feasibility. 
C. The administration's desire to produce, market or use the 

 commodity or service. 
D. An obvious indicator to provide, in the future, 

 commodity, service, or evidence prove it's interests for. 
 the institution in the case of internal application instead of 
 selling. 
     E. Providing or expecting to, the suitable resources, in a 
 reasonable satisfaction degree to fulfill the project and 
 marketing the commodity or service. 

18. According to the provisions -mentioned in paragraph No. 17-, the 
deferred developing expenditures should not be over its value, 
which can get back from its revenue reasonably in the future. This 
should include the getting back of subsequent developing costs 
and the direct costs in producing, se11ing and administrating the 
commodity marketing. 

  

19. The developing expenditures related to all the projects which 
 match with provisions mentioned in paragraph No. 17 should 
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be deferred, in the case of following an accounting policy 
requires to defer the developing expenditures. 

20. If a project developing expenditures are deferred, so it should 
be amortized regularly during the next accounting periods. 
either by connect them with sales, using con1modity, service 
or particular period that expected to use this commodity or 
service. 

21. The deferred developing expenditures should be reviewed at 
the end of each accounting period. If a provision in paragraph 
No. 17 is unprovided to justify the deferred costs, so the non 

 amortized expense should allocate to the expenses
immediately. If the necessity provisions for deferring is 
available, but the value of non-amortized deferred developing 
costs (which includes other costs mentioned in paragraph No.
18) increase over its reasonable revenues which are regained 
futurity, the difference considers within the expenses. 

22. Developing expenses amortized should not regain even the 
 suspicions, lead to this, have vanished. 

Disclosure 
23. All the details of developing and research costs and amortizing 

the deferred from developing expenses should be disclosed. 

24. The credit and debit activities, the non-amortized 
expenditures balance from the deferred developing 
expenditures and the suggested standard to amortize the 
remained balance should be  disclosed .......... 

  

Effective Date 
25. This international accounting standard becomes operative for 

financial statement covering periods beginning on or after 1 

January 1980. 
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